14-is Jmuary
At night they were operating in a broad valley covered with
thorn-bush and masses of rock intercepted by deep fissures,
but finally said the prisoners, there was a jam of tanks ahead
after the driver of the leading tank had been killed. Other tanks
slipped into the fissures, some bursting into flames. They saw
the occupants emerging and attempting to return the Ethiopian
fire, but they fell almost immediately. The infantry advancing
level with the tanks were also caught, and fully half the force
of i,600 presumably killed.
The Swedish Government have made a strong protest to the
Italian Government against the bombardment of the Swedish
Red Cross unit.
the effect of sanctions
Sanctions have given new life to the gondolas in Venice. Oil
must be saved, particularly in Venice, where motor-launches
consume more than motor-cars. The service of the vaporetti,
too, has been reduced, and everywhere old gondolas are coming
out again.
Wednesday 15	the naval conference
Japan will withdraw from the Naval Conference. Admiral
Nagano, in a letter to Lord Monsell, the Chairman of the First
Committee, explains that since the Japanese proposal for a
common upper limit cannot gain the support of the other Powers,
his delegation can no longer take part in the Conference. "We
cannot agree," say the Japanese, "to the proposals submitted by
the other delegations, as they do not meet with our fundamental
thesis of liquidating the position of inferiority under the existing
treaties, and of providing the minimum forces required for the
safety of national defence." Each of the other delegations in
turn declare that they are unable to accept the Japanese pro-
posal. Lord Monsell said that a common upper limit would
actually encourage a country to build up its naval strength to
equality with its neighbours. Mr. Dulanty, for the Irish Free
State, declared that if the Conference were to reach agreement
giving all Powors the right to build up to a fixed limit, the Irish
Free State, as a separate high contracting party, would possess
that right in common with all other parties, nor would he consent
to any agreement in which that position is not fully recognised.
abyssinia
General Graziani is moving against the forces of Ras Desta.
The Abyssinians protest that the Italians are using gas bombs
on open towns and villages to terrorise civilians.

